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Collided-fiux-expansion method for the transport of muonic deuterium in finite media
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(Received 19 November 1990)

Transport of muonic deuterium atoms in a slab of thickness d filled with a molecular deuterium gas is

described by means of the multiple-collision expansion in the framework of a time-dependent theory.
The relevant expressions for the emerging flux are derived. Numerically generated results are presented
for several different cases, some of which are under experimental investigation. A justification of the ap-
proximations made in a previous work is given.

I. INTRODUCTION

In this work we investigate the efficiency of the
multiple-collision expansion, Refs. [1] and [2], and refer-
ences therein, as a tool for modeling the transport of
muonic atoms in a molecular gas. The multiple-collision
expansion is nothing other than a Neumann series solu-
tion of the integral form of the transport equation (Ref.
[6], p. 48) and may thus be considered a perturbation
series, analogous to the Dyson series of QED. This series
converges rapidly when the optical thickness of the medi-
um being studied is small. As discussed in Ref. [3], a
diffusion approximation can be applied to optically thick
media [(optical thickness)=(cross section)X(thickness)].
Our work is intended to extend the transport calculations
presented in Sec. V of Ref. [3] to include certain anisotro-
py effects and energy-dependent cross sections [4,5].

In Ref. [2], multiple-collision theory has been used to
describe neutron transport in infinite media. An essential
feature in the successful application of this method to
infinite geometry is the fact that the solution is factoriz-
able into a function of t multiplied by a function of p and
of y =x lut, where p is the cosine of the angle variable.
Although this property does not carry over to finite
geometry, our physical intuition would suggest that the
multiple-collision-expansion theory is perfectly applicable
to problems involving finite media of moderate thickness,
as pointed out by Case and Zweifel [6], since the stream-
ing out of particles should leave inside only low-order
collided particles and, therefore, only a few terms in the
collision expansion should play a significant role.

In Ref. [3], Rusjan and Zweifel have calculated the em-
erging Aux of muonic deuterium atoms from a slab of
molecular deuterium, via multiple-collision expansion
with a one-speed approximation. Our purpose is to de-
velop the relevant equations and carry out the numerical
analysis in order to remove certain simplifying assump-
tions imposed in the quoted reference. In particular, we
want to remove the assumption that all atoms contribut-
ing to the once-collided particle Aux travel with the same
speed, the assumption that the once-collided particles are
generated by an isotropic source, the assumption of iso-
tropic scattering in the center-of-mass reference frame,

and we want also to take the scattering cross sections to
be continuously dependent on the energy. Our goal is to
evaluate the effectiveness of the approximations made in
Ref. [3], considering both the accuracy that can be
reached in the calculation of the emerging Aux and the
computer resources needed by such work. This investiga-
tion is required because for many cases of practical in-
terest high-order collision terms need to be evaluated, but
there is no hope of performing the relevant numerical cal-
culations without certain appropriate simplifying as-
sumptions.

Here we address these questions for cases of particular
interest to us; in particular, we study cases under exper-
mental investigation, as pointed out to us by Siegel [7].
In Sec. II we develop the relevant mathematical frame-
work, following the standard prescriptions of particle
transport theory. We conclude, in Sec. III, that modern
computers can successfully tackle such complicated prob-
lems, because the simplifying assumptions of Ref. [3], re-
quired to render the method practical, are verified.

II. APPLICATION TO THIN MEDIA

Let us concentrate first on optically thin media, from
which most atoms escape without undergoing a single
collision. Let us consider a slab of thickness d filled with
molecular deuterium at a temperature T and at a pressure
p, and assume there is a source of muonic deuterium
atoms of the form S(E,t)=S05(t)5(E Eo). Assuming—
also that the muonic atoms are produced in such a way as
to respect the statistical mixture of doublet (D) and
quadruplet ( Q) states, i.e., So =SOD +So& and

Sp~ =Spy /2. This models the experimental setup for
muon experiments, and is also of interest for the study of
muon catalyzed fusion [8—15].

Expanding the angular Aux P, for a =D, Q as

y(m)
m=p

where P', ' is the Aux of particles of species a that have
undergone m collisions, we have
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'(t, x,p, E)= u exp —uX, (E,x pu—(t —r))u(t r—) S,' "(r,x p—u(t r—),p, E)dr .
0

This can be viewed both as the solution to the transport equation

1 ga™ ga™
y(m) S(m —()

v Bt Bx

(2)

via integration along the characteristics [6], or as a balance equation in the phase space of the system [16],[17]. In turn,
S,' ' is expressed as

S,' '(t, x,p, E)= f dE' f dp'X„(E'~E, p'~p;x)P( '(t, x,p', E')
0 —1

+ f dE' f dp'Xb, ,(E' +E,p—'~p)x)Pq '(t&x, p', E'), (4)

where X,(E,x) is the total macroscopic cross section for
atoms of species a and u is their speed. S,' '(t, x, p, ,E)
represents the number of m-collided particles with energy
E and direction p that are produced by collisions suffered
by the (m -1)-collided particles in the unit volume around
x at time t X„(E. '~E,p'~p;x) is the transfer function
for collisions of particles a to remain particles a and to
change energy from E' to E and direction from p' to p at
the position x. Xb, (E'~E,p'~p;x) has the same mean-

ing but for inelastic collisions that change particles b into
particles a.

Let us assume, now, that our slab is homogeneous and
isotropic. Then we can perform the standard analysis of
those functions via orthogonal polynomials (see Ref. [6],

I

X(E ~E) f X(E ~E~p)PI(p)dp—1

P() )(t,x,E)=f P( )(t,x,p, ,E)P((p)dp, (8)

where H is the Heaviside function. Substituting into Eq.
(4) we get

I

[18],and [19],for instance) and write

X(E'~E,p'~p;x)=H(dl2 ~(x~ )X(E'~E,p'~p)
(homogeneous medium), (5)

X(E'~E,p'~p) = g P((p)P)(p')X (E'~E)2l +1
1=0 2

(isotropic medium), (6)

S,' '(t, x,p, E)= f dE' f dp'P(, '(t, x,p', E') g X,', (E'~E)x)P, (p)P, (p, ')

+ f dE' f dp'y(„'(t, x,p', E') g X'b, (E'~E;x)P, (p)P, (p, ') . (9)

+-',p[X.'.0'. '+X'.0' ')] . (10)

If we go one step beyond the assumption of isotropic
scattering and stop our sums at l=1, then S,' ' is the sum
of four terms only, namely,

S(m) f dEi[ ) [XO y(m)+X yO(m)] and

A I3(E')+1
3+1

1/2

f3(E') = 1+ E'
We need to know the form of the transfer functions
that appear in (9). Through a classical procedure
[18,20], assuming stationary scattering centers and
defining the function A as A(E, E')=H(E E(E'))—

H(E E(E')—), we ge—t

in which U is the projectile potential-energy change in
the inelastic collision, and

XgD(E'~E;x)

X„(E')
X,,(E'~E;x)= H(dl2 —~xi)

(1—a)E'
X [H (E' E) H(E' E la) ]—, — —

=H(dl2 —
~)x~), , A(E,E'),XgD(E')

X'~(E' E;x)= H(dl2 —lxl)

(12)

0 if O~E'& — U

where

T 2
A —1

2+1

XDg(E )

(1 a)E'P E')—
, ) 3+1

A

1 is the projectile mass and A is the target mass,
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X,', (E'~E;x) =T)X„(E'~E;x)[ ( A + 1 )(/E/E'
—

( A —1)(/E'/E ],
(1/I 5

for c =b and c =a. Note that in Ref. [3] the U,(t term
given in Ref. [20] was used for the calculations relevant
to the transport of muonic hydrogen, instead of U. The
symbols used in [3] and [20] are Q and g,(t. Here we are
not going to make that correction to the value of U be-
cause the change is negligible when muonic deuterium is
considered.

In order to have an analytical expression for S,' ' in
(10), we need to know the form of (t)u™o',PI)o', PD™)',PI))',

I

which are known if S™Il is known. Then we may start
from P(, '(t, x,p, E) and its zeroth and first moments, and
iteratively construct all the others. This can be done by
erst solving

gy(o) gy(0)
+p +X,P(, ) =SO, 5(t)5(E E()—) .

Up Bt Bx
(15)

In Ref. [3] Eq. (15) was solved with So= 1/2d and
(t)(,o'(t, x,E) and P(, ))(t,x,E) were given analytically. This
allows us to compute the emerging uncollided Aux

I,' )(t,Eo)=2/', ,'(t, d/2, Eo), which agrees with that in
Ref. [3], and it yields an analytical expression for S( ':

S,' '(t, x,p, E)=H(d l2 ~x~ ) —[X„(E()~E)(t)(0)(t,x, E())+Xb, (EO~E)(t)(bo)(t, x,E0)]1 p

2

+3[X,', (E()~E)(t),')'(t, x, E() )+XJ„(EO~E)PP('(t,x,E() ) ]

Substituting (16) into (2) one may derive an analytical expression for (t)(,"(t,d /2, p, E), namely,

vX (E)t

P(,"(t,d l2, p, E)= [Xo, (Eo~E)I(')' ( t, d /2, p, E ) +Xb, ( Eo~E)I(~) ( t, d l2, p, ,E) ]

for a&b, where

+ [X,', (EO~E)I (t, d/2, p, E)+Xb, (EO~E)I,'(t, d/2, p, E)]
2

(17)

Io (t, d/2, p, E)= H ——— pu (t ——T) p, () T, — pu (t—T),Eo e —' dT
d d (p) d v X, (E)~

0

L„(E,EO) L„(E,E() )

vp pv L (E Eo)Tf) L (E Eo)T )

L„(E,E() )

+pvt [E)[ L~g(E E())T()] E) [ L~g(E E() )Tf) ] j

—(d put) [E—) —[L„(E,E() )T2] E) [ L„(E,E—
() )Tf2]j—

where T =0 if t ~ d l(2pu) and T =max[0, t —d l(pv)] if t )d l(2pu), and

I)'(t, dl2, p, E)= H ——— pu(t —T)—p,'O' T, ——pv(t T),EO e ' —dT
0

Sp

Up

2 2 2

2L„(E,E() )

+p u t[E)[ L~g(E E())T)] E)[ L~a(E E())Tf)]j

+pv(d —pvt) [E)[ L„(E,EO)T2] E—) [ L„(E,EO)T—f2]j—
(put)2 E2[ L„(E,Eo )T;,]—

2 Ti 1

E2[ L (E E() )Tf)

Tf i

+ (d put)' E2[ —L—ca«0) 12]

2 T-2

for c =b and c =a. Here L„(E,EO) =v X,(E)—voX, (EO),

E2[ L (E,EO)Tf2]

Tf2
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and

E„(x)= f
1

n
dt for n =1,2, (20)

T"= T"&;.=T; (t,p, u)=max t; (t,p. , u), t—d
fj f~ (,p, 'u) =max tfj(t, p, u), t tf t tfj(t, p, u)

PV
(2l)

T"=T"; =T; (t,p, u)=max t, (t, p, , .u), t—d
,p, u —f (t,p, u) tf t; (t,p, u) & t & t (V» 2pu fj (22)

T; =T (t u)"=t"
&j &j ~pp ) —t(j ( t~p, u ), Tf = T ( t,p v ) = t ( t fj fj y y fj $ p$ V j 1 t t "( t p V )

2pu
(23)

for g = 1,2, where the following must be used:

t;,(t,p, u)=min t,
Up+PU

the experimentally measurable quantity, that is
00 00

x(t)= y x' '(t)= y [x' '(t)+xg '(t)],
m=0 m=0

(27)

tf&(t, p, u) =t,

d —put
UO PU

t;2(t, p, u)= tf2(t, p, u) if d put —&0, ]

0 if d pvt &—0,
0 uo (pu

VO OPV

VO
—pU

(24 where

(25)

X,' '(t)=2f dE f dp[pP,' '(t, d/2, p, E)] .

n our case we determine the contribution of th h-e zerot-
er colhded particles only, as done in Ref. [3],

in order to assess the validity of

(28)

(29)

Fig. 1.
and to compare our results with those given

' R f [3],in e.

tf2(t, P, v)=
t, UO &PV

d —vtput
VO PU

VO +PV
(26)

The last step is to compute, with the aid of a computer t

III. NUMERICAL RESULTS
Numerically we have computed th

~ ~ ~ ~

(28) and (29) and the integrated flux
e quantities given in

F(t)= f X(s)ds
0

(30)

starting from the knowledge of the 1

for ' 'and '" T
e ana ytical expression

or ~&, and P, . Three numerical integrations had t b

p e: one over the angle variable, one over the en-erformed:
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the solid line, i.e., to the emerging flux X(t), while the y
axis on the right refers to the triangles, i.e., to F(t),
which represents the fraction of particles of zeroth and
first order that escaped from the medium in the time in-
terval [O,t].

Our results show good agreement with the calculations
previously published for the optically thin media con-
sidered in Ref. [3]. For such media, the difference be-
tween our calculation and that of Rusjan and Zweifel
amounts to about 1% when the emerging flux X is con-
sidered, and about 5% for the integrated emerging flux;
see Fig. 1. This may be taken, then, as a bound on the
performance of the simpler scheme outlined by those au-
thors.

For increased accuracy and to consider somewhat
thicker slabs, it will be necessary to consider higher-order
collided cruxes. Here, the inclusion of anisotropy and en-
ergy dependence complicates greatly the necessary
analytical development and increases the computer-
resource needs, and so the approach of Ref. [3] is likely to
be necessary for practical considerations. Indeed, our

analysis shows that the approximations of one energy
group, isotropic scattering, and the isotropic source of
once-collided particles can be made without causing seri-
ous errors, and with the advantage that calculations can
be carried out within reasonable time limits, thus making
feasible a higher-order collision-expansion analysis. The
method presented in Ref. [3] is the only one, of which we
are currently aware, capable of achieving such results.
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